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                            Our core collection of treks and hikes, through some of the world's most outstanding landscapes
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                            Head to the top of a real mountain summit for a real sense of achievement
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                            Join us on an arctic expedition
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                            Our experiences in snow, ice or winter conditions
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                            Discover a different perspective as you journey and explore beautiful landscapes by kayak
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                            Kandoo Adventures' trips with different activities to enjoy each day
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                            Get closer to nature with our range of wildlife & safari adventures and trip extensions
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                            The ultimate way to experience your chosen destination. Adventure, culture and discovery in one epic trip.
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                            Get the best rate for your trip by stripping away the extras and just booking the adventure
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                        Your own private climb, trek or adventure - perfect for groups of friends, families or colleagues
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                Kandoo is a brand of the Altai network, which brings together adventure tour operators and local agencies located in more than thirty countries around the world.
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